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The Transparency of the American Red Cross
The American Red Cross is an organization within in the United States that provides

Commented [MM1]: This title, while great, is a bit
misleading. Are you critical of the Red Cross? OR are you
speaking about how transparent they in regard to public as
a positive thing?

humanitarian aid to different multiple parts of the country. In addition to being a first responder
to disasters that take place, the Red Cross has begun to offer various other services that are
centered on community development, blood distribution, education programs, communication,
International international services, and development programs. Since its start inception in 1881,
the American Red Cross has grown expanded and diversified itself to fit the ever ever-changing
social identity of the United States. Led Guided by their its mission statement, that which claims
their purpose of helping those who are in dire need due to disaster through the efforts of
volunteers and donors the Red Cross has been able to amass a recognizable place in social
thought and have become equal synonymous with being the first ones on the scene of disasters
that affect the American populous people. However, the The true behavior nature and the
effectiveness of the Red Cross, however, is bit shrouded due to its overwhelmingly positive
social image.
The American Red Cross has built an international reputation as of being one the

Commented [MM2]: Interesting. The issue here is I think
you need to complicate your argument a bit more. You
spent this paragraph talking about the positives and not
really making your intentions clear for the paper.

foremost and reliable responders to disasters within the united states United States and
internationally around the world. Their Its mission statement and vision echo the desire for a
unified global effort where whereby all those who are in need, no matter who they are and where

Commented [MM3]: I like how your transition follows
your introduction of speaking about the undeniable positive
impact of the Red Cross.

